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Why co-creating collaboratively the organisation’s strategic narrative 
transforms people’s energy and commitment throughout the business 
ecosystem...  
A strategic narrative is a unique type of story. It talks about who we are as a company, where 
we’ve been, where we are, and where we are going. It describes how we believe value is 
generated and what’s important in our relationships. It explains why we exist and what makes 
us unique.  

Our story will inspire our people, excite our partners, attract our clients, and engage 
influencers. The story is concise but comprehensive. It’s specific but with room to grow. It 
transmits your company’s vision, communicates our strategy, and embodies our DNA.  

Strategic narrative is a form of storytelling, and like all good stories, it needs a compelling plot, 
characters, a climax, and a conclusion. Employees and other stakeholders will understand their 
place in our business ecosystem and what their role is in shaping the future of our 
organization.  

 

Why do we need a strategic narrative?  
because it builds context for a world where you must deal with constant “tsunamis of 
transformation”  

Employees engage in holistic transformation when they believe in why it needs to happen and 
the benefits it will create. A strategic narrative sets the transformation within a clear and 
inspiring journey, helping employees to understand this context and relating it to their own 
experiences.  

because it aligns leadership so that it demonstrates unity and singularity of purpose  

Employees are far more likely to engage in the business journey, if they have faith in 
leadership. A strategic narrative, including the why, what and how of the journey, is a powerful 
framework around which to demonstrate this unity.  

because it connects the dots and links multiple initiatives throughout the busines 
ecosystem  

Many organisations have a variety of different corporate messages: purpose, missions, 
strategic priorities, values, competencies, visions etc., which are confusing to employees. A 
strategic narrative links these together as part of the story of the business journey, improving 
clarity and understanding.  

because it inspires people and builds a sense of belonging throughout the business 
ecosystem  

People are more engaged at work if they have pride in the organisation they work for. A 
strategic narrative, and the way it can be brought to life through real life illustrative stories can 
stimulate these emotions.  

because it gathers people around a common purpose and towards a common end  

Stories have been used throughout time to unite societies and give them a common purpose 
and direction. A strategic narrative does the same for business organisations, leading to 
greater commitment, discretionary effort, alignment and focus.  

because it connects people and strategy  

People are engaged if they see a connection between their own work and the business 
strategy. Every story needs a hero or heroes. The strategic narrative, and the conversation it 
provokes, helps employees make sense of their roles as the heroes of the business journey.  
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because it challenges and shifts people’s cultural DNA, beliefs and behaviours  

Human beings make sense of the world using stories and narrative. If organisations want to 
change their people’s beliefs about the business and ‘the way they do things around here’, 
then a narrative is a natural starting place.  

because it gives meaning to strategy and keeps the focus on the endgame  

A strategy describes a plan of action at a fixed point in time. A strategic narrative describes a 
journey the business is on. The journey allows for, and actually encourages, learning and 
adaptation over time, whilst still staying true to the overall direction and desired destination. 
This in turn makes it more sustainable, especially within a world that’s V.U.C.A. (volatile, 
uncertain, complex and ambiguous).  

 

How do we create a strategic narrative collaboratively?  
through a process of co-creation  

People will co-own the strategic narrative if they have had an opportunity to contribute to its 
creation. Identify the key people (opinion leaders) that need to own the narrative and involve 
them from day one. Then at draft stage bring them together as a group to agree on the key 
themes and ideas. The strength of the narrative is determined by the quality of the 
conversation used to create it.  

allowing leadership to making narrative their own  

A strategic narrative will contain some non-negotiable elements. However, leaders and 
managers are more likely to adopt it if they are able to bring the narrative to life in a way that 
feels authentic to them and will resonate with their teams. Using the narrative framework, share 
the story with leaders and managers and then fhave a conversation to help them to personalise 
the messages.  

using a storytelling framework  

A good strategic narrative answers key questions about the journey the business is on. 
Storytelling is an art, but like all art forms it is built on strong cements. So, we use a narrative 
framework to build the story. The framework must be simple. Simple questions help to get 
things moving: where are we now? where do we want to get to? and how will we get there?  

being clear, simple and focused  

A good strategic narrative is clear and simple in order to focus the business on the key 
messages and the core strategic argument. The challenge is often not what you put into the 
narrative, but what you leave out. Set yourself a limit for the number and length of messages 
within the narrative; it will make for a sharper story. Simplicity is key.  

renewing the story and keeping it real and current  

People will focus their energy on the narrative if they believe it has longevity and is not just 
another short term initiative. Reinforce key messages from the narrative with ongoing internal 
communication. Encourage leaders to talk about the narrative in their interactions with  

employees, connecting business decisions and initiatives back to the story. Challenge leaders 
to plan how they will ‘live’ the story through their own actions and decisions. Recognise 
employees’ contributions to the narrative, showing how their actions are contributing to its 
success.  

by having a clear and differentiated purpose and vision  

The purpose helps people reaffirm why they want to be a part of the company. The vision 
inspires them with what they can achieve together, and the benefits that will be delivered to its 
busness ecosystem – people, shareholders, clients, employees, communities, etc., etc.  
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by describing an authentic and current reality  

Almost all strategic narratives will force some form of change from the organisation. We must 
create a sense of urgency for the change required, by showing the current reality of where the 
business is and the challenges it faces. This current reality also provides the dramatic tension 
the narrative needs in order to capture its audience’s attention. Don’t restrict the narrative to 
just good news. It needs to be authentic in order to have credibility.  

by having a logical structure to the story we want to tell  

A narrative links together different events into a continuous journey. It has a start, middle and 
end, and it has some dramatic tension, or challenge that drives the interest. A strategic 
narrative plays on these characteristics. For example, using linking words at the start of each 
section, like ‘but’ ‘so’ etc. Include an elevator speech as part of your narrative: four to six 
headlines that summarise your story.  

by stating a clear strategic argument  

A good strategic narrative links together why the business is on a journey, what the direction 
and destination of that journey is, and how it is going to get there. It must make logical sense. 
Human beings are built to think in narrative structures.  

by clearly defining the role for employees  

Leaders may set the direction and destination of the narrative, but it will take the engagement 
and energy of the employees to make the narrative real. Employees need to understand their 
role, in order to be truly engaged; a role that they can relate to their everyday working lives. In a 
good strategic narrative, the employees should be positioned as the heroes of the story.  

by connecting emotionally with people throughout the whole business ecosystem 
consistently  

Our choices and decisions are primarily driven by our beliefs and feelings. The strategic 
narrative engages the hearts and the minds of employees. When building the narrative, reflect 
the emotional journey that the business is on as well as the strategy. Don’t be afraid to 
empathise as well as challenge. Illustrating the core narrative with real life stories about the 
way the business impacts peoples lives, will also make it emotionally powerful. 

 
About Luis Costa 
	

Luis Soares Costa is a Portuguese American who lived and worked 
in the USA, Canada and in London before moving to Barcelona. 
After spending 25 years in the USA (a product of American 
Universities and a Partner at a strategic consulting firm in the 80s), 
Luis became a trusted advisor to CEOs, C-Level Executives, 
Business Owners, top talent and Top Management Teams in a 
number of the major global companies (including a significant 
number of Fortune 500), innovative companies operating in new 
ecosystems and dynamic family owned businesses. He is a coach 
and advisor to senior partners in Professional Services Firms and 
Law Firms.  

Luis also brings innovation and recognised expertise as 

• a designer and facilitator of corporate and team events, 

• a high performance team builder,  

• a transformation tpecialist, and 

• a senior leadership and top talent trainer and developer,  
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Over the past 39 years, Luis developed extensive expertise in a number of areas and is invited 
to speak regularly at conferences, senior management and leadership offsites and other 
corporate events. He is also invited as subject matter expert to provide thought leadership to 
various types of events and think tanks.  

He works interchangeably in English, Spanish, Portuguese and French and spends most of his 
time collaborating with clients throughout Europe, North and South America and Asia Pacific.  
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HOW TO REACH US 
 
Please connect with us through 
coach@LuisSoaresCosta.com 
 
You can visit us at: 
LinkedIn: Luis Costa – coach · facilitator · speaker 
Website: www.luissoarescosta.com 


